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Force-free current-induced reentrant melting of the vortex lattice in superconductors
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When increasing a currentj flowing along the vortex lines, we obtain both a gradual shift of the vortex-
lattice melting transition~VLMT ! to a lower magnetic field and also a rising reentrant melting line, both
separating the vortex solid from the vortex-liquid phase. The upper branch of the VLMT merges with the
predicted reentrant lower branch at a certain valuej merge of the force-free current. We also derive the entire
VLMT diagram in (B,T, j ) three-dimensional phase space, and propose possible applications of it—including
a magnetic-sensitive current-controlled switch using Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d tapes.
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Thermal vortex fluctuations in high-temperature sup
conductors are responsible for the ‘‘vortex-lattice melti
transition’’ ~VLMT !. A vortex liquid can exist at both rela
tively high and low magnetic fields, resulting in a reentra
VLMT ~Refs. 1,2! for decreasing magnetic fieldB @see, e.g.,
Fig. 1~a!#. Such a reentrant VLMT is very difficult to observ
experimentally because it occurs at very low fields and e
very weak pinning freezes the dilute vortex-liquid phase.1

Similarly, a force-free currentj ~i.e., applied along the
vortices! tends to destabilize the vortex lattice. In an infin
superconductor with no pinning, helical vortex spirals a
unstable for any value of the force-free current and the v
tex lattice cannot exist. However, boundary effects and
vortex pinning stabilize3–7 the vortex-solid for lowj.

In general, the elasticity of the vortex lattice, softened
a small applied force-free current, can resist thermal fluct
tions, so that the vortex lattice survives in a region of theB-
T-j phase diagram. Note that both a force-free current
thermal noise often coexist in experiments, and indeed it
observed that the VLMT field decreases with increas
force-free current.8,9 This result is consistent with our calcu
lations and with Ref. 7.

Here, we find that the competition among the Loren
force induced by the force-free current, thermal noise,
elasticity can result in areentrant vortex-lattice meltingwith
decreasingmagnetic field@Figs. 1~b! and 2~a–c!#. This oc-
curs for much stronger vortex pinning and much higher m
netic fields as compared to the usual reentrant VLMT1,2 @Fig.
1~a!#. The reentrant transition found here provides a rema
able case of field-induced superconductivity~FIS! in samples
loaded by a force-free current. Indeed, there is a low-B re-
gion in (j ,B) phase space, where, on increasingB, the vortex
lattice melts and resistivity sharply drops.

To date, the important phenomenon of FIS has only b
observed in a few exotic superconductors10,11 and was asso
ciated with the ‘‘cancellation’’ of the applied external ma
netic field H by an effective field produced by ion spins.
somewhat similar idea, of compensation of the external m
netic field by an internal field, has been realized using
nanoengineered lattice of magnetic dots on top of a su
conducting film.12,13 In this interesting system,12 the inter-
play of the external magnetic field and the field generated
the nanomagnets with magnetizationmiH shifts the super-
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conducting region on theH-T phase diagram to higher pos
tive ~if m.0) or negative~if m,0) magnetic fields. Chang
ing the magnetizationm of the dots, the field interva
Hcrit

low(m,T),H,Hcrit
high(m,T) where superconductivity exist

can be controlled. Note that this superconducting state
strongly nonuniform~‘‘Swiss-cheese’’ structure!, since the
normal state sets in directly under the nanomagnets, wh
the local magnetic field is high. Here we predict that,
contrast to Ref. 12, a macroscopicallyuniformsuperconduct-
ing state ~vortex-solid phase! occurs within the interval
Hmelt

low ( j ,T),H,Hmelt
high( j ,T) for a sample loaded by a force

free currentj. The predicted temperaturesand melting fields
for Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d are muchhigher than the measured
values for the nanomagnet-superconductor structures in R
12 and 13: the FIS presented in Ref. 12 is observed aT
55-7 K and H&30 Oe. Moreover, here the rang
(Hmelt

low ,Hmelt
high) can be easily tuned by varyingj andT, while

(Hcrit
low ,Hcrit

high) in Ref. 12 can only be changed by resetting t
magnetization. More importantly, our proposal doesnot re-
quire complex nanoengineering capabilities, which are
easily accessible to most experimental groups.

In order to construct the (B,T, j ) VLMT phase diagram
for a superconductor loaded by a force-free current,
first obtain the elastic free energy of the vortex-solid arr
Straight vortices~the z axis is chosen to be parallel bot
to the vortex lines and the applied current! do not feel
the current flowing along them. However, as soon as a v
tex line is curved, say due to thermal noise, the curr
component perpendicular to the local vortex orientation g
erates the Lorentz forcef l5(F0 j /c)@ez3]u/]z#. Here,F0
is the flux quantum,c the speed of light,ez the unit vector
along thez axis, andu the local displacement of the vorte
segment from its equilibrium position on a triangular latti
of straight vortex lines. The Lorentz force provides a qu
dratic contribution,4,7 with respect to the displacementsu, to
the free energyFel5*Fab(k)ua(k)ub(2k)d3k/(16p3)
2B j* ikz@ux(k)uy(2k)2ux(2k)uy(k)#d3k/(8cp3), where
Fab(k) is the elastic matrix~see, e.g., Ref. 5!. The vector
k'5(kx ,ky), perpendicular to thez axis, runs over the first
Brillouin zone of the vortex lattice, which is usually approx
mated by the circle:kx

21ky
25k'

2 ,K0
254pB/F0. The wave-

length of theu-displacement waves propagating along vor
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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ces cannot be smaller than the out-of-plane coherence le
jc for continuous anisotropic superconductors or the dista
s between CuO2 planes for layered superconductors. Th
ukzu<kz

max&min(p/s,1/jc). The above equation forFel can
be interpreted as a softening of the rigidity of the vorte
lattice caused by the force-free current.

The homogeneous force-free current configuration~for
the nonhomogeneous case, see Ref. 14! does not involve
interactions between vortex phononsu having different
wave vectors, i.e., the free energyFel is diagonal in thek
representation. This allows us to calculate exactly differ
thermodynamic quantities, including the mean-square
placement of vortices from their equilibrium positions. T
latter is determined by the path integral̂„u(r0)…2&
5(1/Z)*Du(r )„u(r0)…2exp(2Fel /T), where Z5*Du(r )
3exp(2Fel /T) is the partition function. Calculating th
Gaussian integral, the mean-square displacement^u2& can be
expressed as an ordinary integral overk space:

FIG. 1. ~Color online! ~a! The ratio^u2&/a0
2 versusB for j 50

and different values ofj c . Inset in~a!: the known ‘‘noselike’’ (B,T)
phase diagram of the vortex-lattice melting transition forj c

50.1 A/cm2. ~b! (B,T) phase diagrams for different force-free cu
rents andj c5100 A/cm2. There is no reentrant VLMT at lowj, but
the reentrant branch of the VLMT appears forj 54 and 2 kA/cm2.
The parameters in ~a! and ~b! are representatives o
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d (g5200,lab52000/A12T2/Tc

2 Å,Tc590 K).
Inset in ~b!: a sketch of a current-controlled field-sensitive switc
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^u2&5TE d3k

~2p!3

Fxx1Fyy

FxxFyy2Fxy
2 2B2 j 2kz

2/c2
. ~1!

In order to obtain a concrete VLMT phase diagra
we now restrict ourselves to the case of an anisotro
layered superconductor, with the external fieldB along
the c axis. In this case, the elastic matrix can be e
pressed via thek-dependent elastic moduli and th
Labusch parameteraL describing vortex pinning:Fxx

5c11kx
21c66ky

2 1 c44kz
21aL(k),Fyy5c66kx

2 1 c11ky
21c44kz

2

1aL(k),Fxy5Fyx5(c112c66)kxky . The compression
c11(k), shearc66, and tilt c44(k) elastic moduli are listed in
Ref. 15 and have standard forms~see Ref. 5!. The Labusch
parameter aL can be approximated16 by a(k)
'B jc /(2crp), where j c is the critical current density for

FIG. 2. ~a! (B, j ) phase diagrams at different temperatures fro
T575 to 85 K in steps of 1 K. The parameters are the same a
Fig. 1, with j c5100 A/cm2. Two branches can be seen: an upp
branchBmelt

high( j ) and a lower reentrant branchBmelt
low ( j ). The solid

squares and triangles represent the (B, j ) phase diagram for differ-
ent pinning strengthj c5500 and 20 A/cm2. The large difference in
critical currents results in a minor difference in (B, j ) phase dia-
gram. Moreover, if we neglect pinning (j c50) and take into ac-
count the finite thicknessl c'1.5 mm of the sample along thec axis
~by restricting the integration region tokz.kz

min'1/l c), a (B, j )
phase diagram was obtained~open circles! which basically coin-
cides with the one forj 5100 A/cm2. ~b! The three-dimensiona
(B,T, j ) VLMT phase diagram.~c! The (B, j ) VLMT phase dia-
gram at T575 K: as computed numerically~solid line!, and as
estimated via the transcendental equation~dashed line,b53). The
integral ~1! diverges along the dash-dotted line. Parts~d! and ~e!
show j scans of̂ u2&/a0

2 for B58 Oe (A), 55 Oe (B), and 100 Oe
(C), also marked in part~c!.
9-2
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B' j c and r p the radius of the pinning potential. The wea
pinning contribution to the elastic response is essentia
suppress the unbounded growth of long-pitch spirals
would otherwise occur in an infinite pin-free sample. No
that for a vanishing force-free current the integrand appe
ing in Eq. ~1! can be written as the sum of two term
namely, 1/(C66k'

2 1C44kz
21a) and 1/(C11k'

2 1C44kz
21a),

for compression-free and rotation-free waves, respectiv
However, a force-free current couples these waves.

The Lindemann criterion and its modifications have be
commonly used to study the melting of several vortex-so
phases~see, e.g., Ref. 17!. Moreover, the applicability of this
criterion was validated in the frame of more fundamen
theoretical approaches~e.g., Ref. 18!, as well as—more
importantly—via good agreement with a variety of expe
mental data on VLMT~see, e.g., Ref. 19!. Therefore, we can
use the Lindemann criterioncL

2a0
25^u2& with intervortex dis-

tancea0'AF0 /B to study how the applied current affec
the VLMT, with the Lindemann numbercL , usually chosen
in the interval 0.1–0.3. First, we present a rough analyt
estimate of̂ u2& to clarify the physical picture. Afterwards
we present numerical calculations of the integral~1!, taking
into accountall contributions to the elastic matrix in Ref. 15

After several calculations, outlined in Ref. 21, we obta
the transcendental equation for the VLMT magnetic fie
cl

2 5 ^u2&/a0
2 5 cTB(Ū111 2Ū44)ln@(Ū1Bjkz* /c)/(Ū2Bjkz* /

c)#/(2pF0
2jŪ). Here, we use the compressionŪ11

5B2/(4plab
2 ) and the electromagnetic tilt stiffnessŪ44, Ū

'B(Ū44)
1/2/(2Aplab) ' (F0)1/2B3/2@ ln (114lab

2 /cl
2 a0

2)#1/2

(8pA2plab
3 )21, and renormalize the maximumkz as kz*

;g/lab , g being the anisotropy. At highB, so that jkz* /c

!Ū/B}AB, the influence of the currentj on ^u2& is negli-
gible and the ratiô u2&/a0

2 decreases with decreasingB as
32plab

4 BTkz* /F0
3ln(114lab

2 /cL
2a0

2). Thus, it satisfies the Lin-
demann condition at a certain melting field if the force-fr
current is not too strong. However, on further decreasingB,
the currentj becomes relevant as soon asŪ/B approaches
jkz* /c. This results in a strongly increased mean-square
placement̂ u2&, which, in this approximation, diverges loga
rithmically at Ū/B5 jkz* /c. Therefore, the value of̂u2& ex-
ceedscL

2a0
2 also in this case, and we can expect a ‘‘reentrant

melting transition’’ with decreasing magnetic field. Th
physical reason of this reentrant VLMT branch is the su
pression of the stability of the vortex-lattice phase by me
of force-free currents favoring short-pitch (1/kz* ) spirals.

In the zero-current limit (j→0), we are able to reproduc
the upper branch of the VLMT, Bmelt

high5cL
2F0

3@ ln(1
14lab

2 /cL
2ap

2)#1/2/(32pgTlab
3 ) if we take~consistent with Ref.

2! Ū11@Ū44 and choose the maximumkz exactly as in Ref.
2: ukz* u5g@ ln(114lab

2 /cL
2a0

2)#1/2/lab . However, we canno
obtain the usual very low-B reentrant branch in the (B,T)
VLMT phase diagram atj 50 because now we only keep th
short-range contributionŪ44 to the tilt energyC44kz

2 ~which
should be replaced byF0

2kz
2/70p4lab

4 for small kz) and ne-
glect the shear elasticity. Therefore, it is clearly seen that
usual reentrant melting is completely different from the p
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posed one, and our obtained behavior is robust with res
to the strength of the pinning. Thus, in order to get mo
accurate results, we perform numerical calculations of
integral ~1! using all of the elastic moduli listed in Ref. 15
For zero force-free current, both the upper and the us
reentrant (B,T) branches of the VLMT are recovered
Namely, the ratiô u2&/a0

2 decreases with decreasingB and
becomes equal to the Lindemann number~hereafter, cl

50.25) at a certain VLMT field. Then the value of^u2&/a0
2

reaches a minimum and starts to increase again, attaini
maximum at low field@Fig. 1~a!#. If the height of this maxi-
mum is over the Lindemann number@see shaded area in Fig
1~a!#, the vortex-lattice melts again. Because of pinning,
further decreasingB this vortex liquid freezes into a disor
dered solid phase with small thermal fluctuations,^u2&/a0

2

,cL
2 . The maximum of̂ u2&/a0

2 is strongly suppressed with
increasing pinning, as shown in Fig. 1~a!. Thus, the low-
density vortex liquid becomes completely frozen even
very weak pinning. The (B,T) VLMT phase diagram for
very weak pinning is shown in the inset of Fig. 1~a!.

Beyond being consistent with known results@Fig. 1~a!#,
we present the completeB-T phase diagram@Fig. 1~b!# for
different values of the force-free currentj, using a reasonable
value of the critical current densityj c5100 A/cm2. We
choose these largej c’s in order to suppress the usual ree
trant melting and to consider only the behavior associa
with the force-free current. For the chosen value ofj c , no
VLMT reentrant transition is observed at the lowest cons
ered value of the force-free currentj. However, the reentran
transition appears if a high-enough current is applied alo
B, as expected from our analytical consideration. Next,
(B, j ) phase diagram is constructed at different temperatu
@Fig. 2~a!#. For all temperatures, this phase diagram also
hibits a reentrant behavior with decreasingB: the liquid
phase is found at both lowB,Bmelt

low ( j ) and high B
.Bmelt

high( j ), while the ordered vortex-lattice phase exists f
intermediate fieldsBmelt

low ( j ),B,Bmelt
high( j ). At a certain value

j merge of the force-free current, these two branches mer
Thus, the vortex-lattice phase cannot set in atj . j merge.
Computing (B, j ) phase diagrams at different temperaturesT,
the three-dimensional (B,T, j ) phase diagram is built@Fig.
2~b!#.22

The role of thermal fluctuations and spiral instabilities c
be recognized inj scans of^u2&/a0

2 @Figs. 2~d! and 2~e!#.
Along the upper branchBmelt

high( j ), and close to the merging
current j merge(B), the valuê u2&/a0

2 exceeds the Lindeman
number far from the currentj instab(B) @dash-dotted curve in
Fig. 2~c!#, where the ‘‘helical’’ instability occurs. This can b
clearly seen in thej scans shown in Fig. 2~d!, corresponding
to pointsC andB on Fig. 2~c!. For low magnetic fields@point
A in Fig. 2~c!#, the helical instability becomes more relevan
causing melting near the instability thresholdj 5 j instab(B)
@see alsoj scan in Fig. 2~e!#.

The obtained reentrant behavior of the VLMT with d
creasingB, in the presence of a force-free current, can
easily verified experimentally, for instance, investigating t
behavior of the magnetization jump associated with
VLMT. Also, in-plane or out-of-plane transport measur
9-3
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ments may show a reviving resistance on lowering the
plied magnetic field. This work could also apply to the vo
tex state of He4 under the action of a superfluid flow alon
vortices.23 It is important to stress that the ‘‘usual’’ reentra
behavior2 has not been observed in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d , de-
spite intensive experimental studies of the VLMT up to ve
weak magnetic fields~see, e.g., Ref. 24!. This is because the
shear elasticity becomes weak enough for the reentrant m
ing to occur only at very low fields:B'1023F0 /lab(T
50)'0.5 Oe. We predict a reentrant melting, in the pre
ence of a force-free current, for magnetic fields that are
orders of magnitude higher. This occurs because of the c
petition of the spiral instability with the tilt vortex rigidity
More importantly, this melting is tunable and can be effe
tively controlled by the intensity of the force-fre
current.

Regarding applications, the FIS effect predicted here
be utilized for magnetic-sensitive current-controlle
switches, for devices that need to operate within a certa
interval of magnetic fields, as well as for logical devices. F
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(1 1 lab
2 k2); C445 G(k) 1 U44/kz

2 , U445 2e0†ln@„1 1 lab
2 ( k̃z

2

1K0
2)… / (1 1 lab

2 K0
2)# 1 kz

2lab
2 g22ln@jab

22lc
2/(11lc

2K0
21lab

2 kz
2)#‡;

C66'e0lab
2 for a0,lab , and C66'e0lab

2 (a0 /lab)
3/2

3exp@2a0 /lab# for a0.lab . Here, e05BF0 /(64p2lab
4 ),

G(k)5B2/@4p(11lc
2k'

2 1lab
2 kz

2)#, lab andlc are the in-plane
and out-of-plane penetration depths,jab is the coherence length
g.1 the anisotropy parameter, anda0'AF0 /B. According to
Refs. 2 and 25 the logarithm in the first term ofU44 should be
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vicinity of the VLMT, where displacements can be quite larg
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instance, a switch@inset in Fig. 1~b!# could be made from a
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d film or wire placed in a magnetic field
parallel to thec axis and locally loaded by ac-axis current.
Such a switch has very low in-plane resistivityRab in the
superconducting~vortex-solid! phase, whileRab sharply in-
creases in the vortex-liquid phase. Thus, this switch is ‘‘o
in-between the magnetic fieldsHmelt

low andHmelt
high ~continuously

tuned byj andT), and it is ‘‘off’’ otherwise. In conclusion,
the VLMT in a sample loaded by a force-free current w
studied analytically and numerically in the (B,T, j ) param-
eter space. It was found that the VLMT shifts to a low
magnetic induction with increasing current and, remarkab
that a reentrant melting transition also occurs when furt
decreasing the applied magnetic field. Our proposal mi
have potential applications for magnetic-sensitive curre
controlled electrical switches.
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21In the case of extremely anisotropic (g@1) layered supercon-
ductors, the compression elastic response can be approxim
as C11k'

2 'Ū115B2/(4plab
2 ) for k'

2 *1/lab
2 . In this case, the

main contribution to the elastic tilt energyC44kz
2 is related to the

electromagnetic interaction of pancake vortices forming panc
stacks. Thus, we can assumeC44kz

2'Ū44, with the
k-independent electromagnetic tilt stiffness Ū44

5F0B/(32p2lab
4 )ln(114lab

2 /cL
2a0

2). This approximation of the
tilt elastic energy remains valid as long as the second term
U44 ,15 associated with the Josephson coupling between P
does not exceed the first electromagnetic term. In analogy
Ref. 2, we can roughly take this into account by renormaliz
the maximum value of thez component as ukzu,kz*
5min(kz

max,k̃z), where k̃z5(g/lab)$b ln(114lab
2 /cL

2a0
2)/

ln@1/(4pj2/a0
212jab

2 /lc
2)#%1/2;g/lab , with b*1. In addition,

recognizing that the VLMT occurs in strongly anisotropic ma
rials such as Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d at low magnetic fields,Bmelt

&F0 /lab
2 ~see, e.g., Ref. 20!, we can neglect the shear contr

bution to the elastic matrix. Hence, in this approximation, t
mean-square displacement is determined by the expres

^u2&'T*(d3k/8p3)(Ū1112Ū44)/(Ū
22B2 j 2kz

2/c2), where Ū

[$Ū44(Ū111Ū44)%
1/2 and here we neglect pinning. The last in

tegral is easily calculated, yielding the transcendental equa
for the VLMT magnetic field presented in the text.

22Comparing the analytical and numerical results@Fig. 2~c!, dashed
and solid curves#, the vortex-lattice phase persists at higher c
rents than it is expected from the transcendental equation for
melting field. This nonessential discrepancy between our
merical and analytical results is due to having dropped the
elasticity associated with the Josephson coupling~second term
of U44) in our analytical approach. It is important to stress th
the present results are robust with respect to the detailed wa
introducing pinning and/or surface effects@see Fig. 2~a!#.
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